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because the Spaniards not only made exclusive claims to the
Americas, but also ill-treated English ships and settlers in those
regions as if they were trespassers, and the danger was grave
that all the English plantations there would be rooted out. The
object of the raid is defined as gaining can interest in that part
of the West Indies in the possession of the Spaniard5.1
The expeditionary force, with Penn as admiral and Venables
as general, sailed at the end of 1654.and reached Barbados
without mishap. There the 2,500 soldiers who had been either
pressed or collected from existing regiments (whose colonels had
utilized the chance to purge their ranks of the worst men) were
joined by some volunteers from the West Indies. The army
was formidable in mere numbers but in no other respect, for
the enrolled planters were cowardly and undisciplined, and,
with the exception of the marine regiment, the troops from
England were little better. When they landed to attack San
Domingo other defects were revealed, for the men had no
water-bottles and, in the heat, ate too many oranges, which
gave them dysentery. The leadership was bad, for Venables
was twice surprised in an ambush at the same place. In the
end the expedition re-embarked without having ever attacked
San Domingo. However, Jamaica was occupied and held,
though some time elapsed before the Spaniards, who took to
the hills, were subdued.
When news of these events reached Madrid, Cardenas, the
Spanish ambassador in London, received orders to ask for his
passport, and so an open state of war existed. In a manifesto
Cromwell claimed that, in view of the provocation Englishmen
had received for years in the West Indies, the recent raid was
an act of defence. This plea cannot be accepted, and, at the
best, the expedition to San Domingo must be regarded as an
armed protest against the Spanish claims to both sea and land
in the New World, and against their treating as pirates all aliens
who disregarded these claims.
It was natural that the imminence of war with Spain should
cause an approximation to France. After Cromwell and Maza-
rin had co-operated to stay the persecution of the Vaudois, it
proved possible to bring to a conclusion negotiations that had
lasted several years. One of the points at issue had arisen over
Cromwell's anxiety not to sign any clause that might prevent
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